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the use of the latest technology
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Start using tomorrow’s technology today 
From improved efficiency to increased productivity, getting access to the latest 
technology will add value to your business. With Equipment & Technology 
Finance from Siemens, you can choose the latest technology based on your 
business needs, not your capital budget, and get the benefits of using it fast.

Intelligent finance 
With affordable financing payments made over time, Equipment & Technology 
Finance makes budgeting easier. You get all the benefits of use of the technology 
and machinery, while the assets in effect pay for themselves over time – all without 
using your capital or existing credit lines.

A trusted partner  
With our unique industrial experience, at Siemens we understand the needs of 
manufacturers to stay competitive and keep pace with the latest technology. 
Working as your finance provider, we’ll make it easier for you to access the technical 
innovations your business needs, and help you to achieve your business goals.

Simple and easy  
to use

Pay as you use new  
equipment and technology

Existing credit lines  
remain untouched



Unlock new flexibility   
Increase the options available and choose the 
very best equipment and technology for your 
business. Our clear, simple finance solutions 
enable you to pay for using the latest 
technical innovations over time, without 
investing capital or using other credit lines.

A tailored agreement 
Unlike traditional finance providers, as part of 
Siemens, we understand the challenges faced 
by industry first-hand. That’s why every 
aspect of your Equipment & Technology 
Finance is tailored to your needs.

Making finance simple 
We combine financial expertise with a 
uniquely industrial perspective, and a focus 
on keeping things simple. From a straight-
forward approval process, to paperwork and 
support to make things easier, we’ll look after 
you at every step of the way. 

Getting started  
Arranging your Equipment & Technology  
Finance is simple. Get in touch via your 
Siemens representative or speak direct with 
our Industry Finance team. We’ll guide you 
through the process and how to apply – 
whether you’re an existing Siemens customer 
or working with us for the first time.

Use the latest technical  
innovations with Equipment  
& Technology Finance

Siemens Financial Services Limited
Sefton Park, Bells Hill
Stoke Poges
Buckinghamshire SL2 4JS

How Equipment & Technology Finance works “Acquiring the new 
machine enabled us to 
manufacture new 
components, which in 
turn enabled us to reach 
new customers and new 
markets – this wouldn’t 
have been possible 
without asset finance.”

Co-manager, Precision  
Engineering/Machining, France

 1. Choose the 
technology you need

You select the latest 
technology your business 

needs. We’ll tailor an 
affordable financing plan  
with payments over time.

2. Supplier 
delivers 

technology
The supplier delivers your 
technology, and Siemens 

Financial Services pays 
the supplier.

3. Make affordable 
payments 

You make simple monthly  
or quarterly payments  
to Siemens Financial  
Services over time.

4. Upgrade  
or add on 
If your needs 

change, we’ll help 
you adapt your 

finance plan to fit.

Industry finance solutions*  
We offer a wide range of finance solutions for the manufacturing sector.

Talk to us before choosing your equipment or technology
Contact our Industry Finance team today on 01753 434000, or marketing.uk.sfs@siemens.com

*Finance is available for businesses only and is subject to credit approval. Please check local availability.  
  General information – correct at time of publication and may be subject to change. Contents do not represent an offer. Issue date: 25 March 2019

Unlocking new opportunities

Industry Equipment & Technology Finance
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